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The characteristic political liberalism of American Jews is now well documented.
At least since the New Deal, the great majority of American Jews have backed a
range of liberal causes and the Democratic party to a degree greater than any other
white ethnoreligious group and second only to the blacks. l At the same time, Jews
have risen to become one of the best-educated and most economically secure eth
noreligious groups in the United States. 2 What explains this profound and persistent
attachment to liberalism among American Jew&? Although numerous explanations
have been proposed, none is satisfactory. Some of the existing theories explain why
American Jews are, or have been, liberal; others help explain variance among
American Jews in the degree of their liberalism. But none explains the basic anoma
ly: the disproportionate extent to which American Jews display liberal preferences
on economic, political and social issues relative to comparable ethnoreligious and
socioeconomic groups.
This article seeks to advance a new approach to explaining the disproportionate
liberalism of American Jews. Specifically, it rejects the standard assumption that
American Jews are predisposed by their experience among non-Jews in wider
society-whether considered in terms of marginality, minority status or political
interests-to be especially politically liberal. The central argument to be advanced
here is that the pronounced liberalism of American Jews is best understood in terms
of dynamics and tensions in their relation to the Jewish community as a religious
body politic rather than in their relations with non-Jews or with non-Jewish society.

Dimensions of American Jewish Liberalism
"Liberalism" in the present context refers to three general policy commitments
state welfare, civil rights and civil liberties-although foreign policy is sometimes
included as a fourth dimension of a liberal political orientation where liberals are
held to be noninterventionist and nonmilitaristic in international politics. In all four
of these general policy areas, American Jews tend to be markedly liberal. So much
is attested to by surveys of attitudes on policy issues, self-identifications with the
liberal-conservative labels, and voting behavior.
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Liberal economic concerns such as government intervention in the economy and
welfare for the needy; civil rights commitments such as integration, tolerance to
ward Communists and nonconformists, and the prevention of discrimination against
blacks, women and homosexuals in such areas as employment and housing; and
civil liberty issues such as church-state separation, legalization of marijuana, lim
ited regulation of pornography, and government funding of abortions-are all en
dorsed by Jews in proportions significantly greater than those of any other white
ethnoreligious group, or by the population as a whole. 3 Blacks, only marginally
more liberal than Jews on economic questions, are considerably less liberal than
Jews on all the aforementioned civil rights and civil liberties issues (with the
exception of racial integration).4 Before the Vietnam debacle, Jews, compared with
all Americans, white and black, were found to be the strongest endorsers of an
interventionist U. S. foreign policy and of internationalist agencies such as the U. N.
After Vietnam, Jews tend to be stronger advocates than other Americans of cuts to
military spending, and are less willing to support the use of force in international
affairs. 5
In surveys of Jews and other Americans that were administered in the 1970s,
Jews identified as liberals far more readily than did other whites, and somewhat
more readily than blacks; at the same time, Jews were correspondingly more reluc
tant to identify as conservatives. 6 By the late 1980s, Jews were exceeded only by
blacks in their readiness to identify as liberals and in their reluctance to identify as
conservatives.? Compared with all Americans, white and black, Jews are on the
average wealthier (though, until recently, exceeded by a few Protestant denomina
tions), more urbanized (despite their continuing suburbanization), better educated,
and overrepresented in professional occupations;8 yet in congressional and presiden
tial elections they continue to support the Democratic party-the traditional cham
pion of the "underdogs"-about 20 percentage points above other Americans; while
Jewish support for the Republicans is correspondingly lower. 9
Jews quite clearly display the effects of the standard lines of cleavage operating
throughout the society and electorate at large. 10 Yet at any given level of income,
education and religiosity, and at any given age cohort, generation or region of
residence, Jews are more likely to be liberal than other white ethnoreligious groups
or the population as a whole. I I Even in the academic and intellectual professions,
Jews are found to be stronger liberals than their non-Jewish counterparts. 12 Some
recent research suggests that the pronounced Jewish commitment to civil rights may
largely be a product of educational attainment and demographic factors. 13 On many
questions treating integration, the differential liberalism of Jews disappears when
controls are introduced. But this is not the case with the pronounced welfarism and
civil libertarianism of Jews, which transcends their background socioeconomic
characteristics. 14

Problematic Explanations of American Jewish Liberalism
This profile of American Jewish liberalism suggests that the question is not one of
explaining an undifferentiated "liberalism" or "leftist voting pattern," as it has often
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been addressed, but rather two specific and apparently more fundamental commit
ments to state welfare and to civil liberties. 15 Strictly speaking, the issue is not why
many American Jews are or have been liberals in these twin respects. The answer to
that question is known: they have been influenced by any number and combination
of sociological and political factors, among them an economically disadvantaged
background (in the present or past); residence in a large city; high level of education
and general intellectual orientation; and overrepresentation in the free professions.
The question is, why are Jews so liberal? But here the issue is not why "the center of
the Jewish political distribution is something of the order of fifteen to twenty-five
percentage points to the left of the American center." 16 The key question is, why are
American Jews as a group nine to fifteen percentage points more liberal across the
relevant indices than other white ethnoreligious groups even after sociodemograhic
characteristics are controlled?l? Thus, the search is for a theory that can explain not
only the liberalism of American Jews but, primarily, the disproportionate extent
to which most American Jews display liberal preferences across socioeconomic
cleavages-a phenomenon that sets them apart even from other liberal ethno
religious groups in the United States.
Six chief explanations of American Jewish liberalism continue to be advanced in
the literature. The liberalism of American Jews is attributed to their "new class,"
professional status (hence interest in postmaterialist values), 18 their minority group
status; 19 social marginality, in which liberal universalism serves to undercut soci
ety's dominant traditions;2o the exercise of ongoing Jewish political interests;21 the
legacy of immigrant Jewish socialism early this century;22 and Jewish values. 23
Each of these explanations, however, is inadequate. The new class argument fails
to explain the disproportionate dimensions of American Jewish liberalism. The
minority group thesis is mute as to why Jews are generally more liberal than
virtually all other cultural and religious minorities in the United States, some of
whose religions have even less acceptance than Judaism. The marginality argument,
for all its ritual incantation, does not square with developments: the prized plural
ism that has become part of contemporary American liberalism facilitates not so
much universal estrangement as proud identification with one's ethnic or religious
group.24 Nor is felt marginality linked singularly, if at all, to liberal politics: leftist
radicalism, nationalist chauvinism, conservative caution, conversion and assimila
tion, are all possible and known Jewish responses to the experience of social
estrangement.
The majority of the East European immigrant Jews-let alone the overall Jewish
population-were not radicals or socialists. 25 Moreover, given its license for cen
tralized state control, socialism would seem to push in the opposite direction from
that of civil libertarianism, one of the prime dimensions of American Jewish liberal
ism. 26 And while the political interest model highlights factors that affect the Jewish
commitment to liberalism, it does not account for the basis of that commitment:
despite the ostensible threats to Jewish interests from a left-liberal direction in the
1960s and 1970s,27 American Jews still exhibited liberal preferences across a range
of economic, political and social dimensions, and showed disproportionate support
for Democratic candidates.
Interestingly, the Jewish values thesis has tended to be dismissed more readily
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than the others. In Lawrence Fuchs's well-known version, the operative values are
identified as ?edekah, or social justice, which translates into a concern for individu
als' welfare; Torah, or the respect for learning, which stresses intellectual indepen
dence and a rational approach to dealing with everyday affairs (social planning); and
nonasceticism, which endorses a this-worldly rather than other-worldly point of
view. However, it is routinely pointed out that Judaism contains as well many
elements that can be regarded as highly conservative, and so it remains to be
explained what presses most Jews to emphasize the liberal aspects of Judaism. 28 No
less often, the point is made that observant Jews-those presumably "closer" to
Jewish values-are generally less politically liberal than nonobservant but still
identifying Jews. 29
Yet the fact that there are both "conservative" and "liberal" political inclinations
in a living tradition should be no surprise. The crucial question is how and in what
balance these political orientations dwell together. And while the greater liberalism
of non- or less-observant Jews compared with more observant Jews certainly sug
gests limits to the explanatory power of Jewish values, it is necessary to comp~re
Jews and non-Jews across levels of religiosity before the possible effect of Jewish
values can be determined. Some of the Jewish values Fuchs isolates, and their
theoretical implications, may rightly be challenged; but a cultural approach may still
have something to contribute to the explanation of disproportionate American Jew
ish liberalism. 30

A Jewish Body Politic Model
When attention is shifted to the Jewish community as a body politic, two essential
dynamics or tensions come into relief regarding liberal politics. First, certain politi
cal institutions or norms such as welfare and the recognition of individual interests
are integral to traditional Jewish politics and society and have outlived the dissolu
tion of those societies in the modem era. Second, the relation that most modem
Jews bear to Judaism and their own Jewish communities is an essentially liberal
one, which is experienced and internalized prior to acquiring the right to vote.

Welfare
The strong concern with welfare within Jewish communal life-what Fuchs terms
an aspect of ?edakah-has often been noted. Organized Jewish life, first in tl1e
semi-autonomous kehiLot before Emancipation and later in Jewish communities
within mass society, has generally displayed the responsibility of centralized com
munal institutions for the material welfare of its members, especially its members in
need. To be sure, as Michael Walzer has pointed out, "every political community is
in principle a 'welfare state,'" since all "provide, or try to provide, or claim to
provide, for the needs of its members as its members understood those needs."31
Between claiming to provide and actually providing there is, however, a vast differ
ence. The crucial point is that communal responsibility for the needy was not an
abstract religious value in Judaism but had a social basis in institutions within
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Jewish communallife. 32 Welfarism is thus a political institution in traditional Jewish
life, so much so that it makes of the Jewish community a "welfare state in minia
ture. "33
Certainly, compared to other relevant groups, the extent of welfare within Jewish
life is striking. Figures comparing charitable dollars given per capita reveal Ameri
can Jews to be the most generous givers to charitable causes in the most charity
conscious nation on earth. 34 The tradition of Jewish welfarism also stands in some
historical contrast to both American Protestantism and Catholicism. The predomi
nant Protestant ethos in America, writes Will Herberg, "was almost from the begin
ning geared to an individualistic piety, in which right living by the individual was
stressed, with the expectation that social justice would naturally follow."35 Conse
quently, in the wake of industrialization and urbanization in the late nineteenth
century, mainstream Protestantism "began to serve as a means for ignoring and
evading the social problems that were arising in the New America of big cities and
modem industry. "36 Among Catholics in America, a network of institutions operate
a vast variety of social and educational services. Moreover, the Church leadership
was often instrumental in developing progressive labor and social policies. Among
the Church membership, however, "opposition, resistance, particularly indiffer
ence, have always been rife, and practice has not invariably followed in the line of
policy. "37
American Jewry exhibits almost the reverse pattern. The organized Jewish com
munity, while agitating in behalf of its perceived political interests, strenuously
denies that there is "a Jewish line" or "the Jewish vote" or "a Jewish party." At the
same time, most American Jews individually line up as staunch supporters of liberal
policies and the Democratic party. Given the differences between Protestants, Cath
olics and Jews in pdlitical cohesion and in intensity of communal identification, it is
perhaps not surprising that Catholics tend to be stronger supporters of welfare
policies than Protestants, but less supportive of such policies than Jews. 38

Individuation
The status accorded individual interests within traditional Jewish politics and soci
ety is also notable regarding left-liberalism. Many traditional and religious cultures
subordinate the individual member to the larger community or tradition. 39 In Ca
tholicism, the individual has autonomous identity, but is governed by a rigid church
hierarchy. Moreover, to an unusual degree, Catholics display deference and rever
ence toward their church authorities, even if they do not always abide by the dictates
of Church leaders. 40 Significantly, researchers in the 1950s and 1960s found that
while Catholics were generally more liberal than Protestants on economic-welfare
issues, they were often considerably less liberal than Protestants on civil rights and
civil liberties questions. 41
In contrast, traditional Jewish politics and society accords significant recognition
to individual interests as distinct from the interests of the community and its leader
ship. Individuation is a way of describing the individual-community relation in
traditional Jewish societies: individual interests were recognized as legitimate, but
always located within, and constrained by, the community. Assuming the obliga-
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tions and privileges associated with communal membership, normative Judaism
includes various laws that recognize the importance of individual agency.42 To be
sure, there are cases, as in community members appealing to courts outside the
community, where the full weight of censure was levied against "deviant" mem
bers. 43 The point, however, is not that communal interests rarely trumped individual
interests; they often did. Nonetheless, the communalism of traditional Jewish life
recognized the legitimacy of individual interests and provided fertile ground for
their interplay with the broader interests of the community.
The characteristic "individuation" within Judaism may be seen in other respects.
Whereas Christian worship-Protestant and Catholic-is conducted among congre
gants in union, Jews congregate to worship but most prayers are recited privately. In
what is one of the most basic differences between the two faiths, Christianity
emphasizes spiritual fidelity through "right motive," while Judaism places the em
phasis on "right action" according to the dictates of law. 44 What these different
orientations imply for the freedom of "the self" is strikingly illuminated by Roger
Owen, a former BBC journalist and Christian who undertook an Orthodox Jewish
conversion in mid-life to please his Jewish parents-in-law to be:
No one asked me directly ... whether I believed in God. This surprised me, for I was
brought up as a Welsh Nonconformist. In our chapel "sincerity" was held in such high
esteem that it was often affected.... I was faintly shocked to find that the nature of my
motives in converting was dealt with in such a relatively perfunctory way.... Mo
tives ... it was surely implied, were not entities to be weighed and measured or
inspected on a piece of Kleenex. No human art can decipher them.... With decent
modesty the rabbis seemed to be telling me that their competence lay in humbler
spheres.... Was there blood on the needle? Did he touch the sides? By concentrating
their energies on such matters, they left my "self" alone, allowing me an area of
.
45
prIvacy....

Individualism
While welfarism and individuation loom comparatively large in traditional Jewish
life, their social bases are very different in the period following the dissolution of
traditional Jewish politics and society. Welfarism, as was noted, was a positive
value within the traditional Jewish community in Europe and has continued as such,
through transformed institutions, in the modem Jewish communities. And while
individuation within Judaism can still be seen in comparison with other traditional
cultures and religions, the dissolution of traditional Jewish societies meant that Jews
were largely cut free from the authoritative, community structures and norms that
were always balancing or offsetting their more individualistic interests. With the
loosening of traditional bonds and communal ties, individuation increasingly be
came individualism.
This process applies to all traditional groups undergoing the forces of moderniza
tion. A shared consequence is that group traditions are inevitably reinterpreted in
accordance with the prevailing social circumstances of its members. Among Jews
this has meant typically that the ethical dimensions of Judaism are emphasized over
its legal, ritualistic and nationalistic dimensions. Such associations are often cited as
evidence for the Judaic roots of Jewish liberal commitments,46 though in fact it is
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Table 1 Degree of Respondents' Liberalism on Three Dimensions, by Church/Synagogue

Attendance: Jews and White Non-Jews (in percent)

the social bases of Jewish existence that direct which elements of religious tradition
are appropriated. 47 Not only the religious tradition, but the social distance from it, is
crucial in explaining the liberalism of many American Jews.

Empirical Implications
By virtue of the contrasting traditions relating to welfare and individuation, one
would expect religious or observant Jews to be more liberal on both welfare and civil
libertarian issues than religious or practicing Christians. A 1988 national survey
sponsored by the American Jewish Committee and analyzed by Steven M. Cohen
provides data permitting such comparisons. 48 As indicated in Table 1, of Jews who
attend synagogue weekly, 47 percent strongly endorse liberal tax and spending
policies (welfare), compared with only 28 percent ofthose Christians who are weekly
churchgoers. Similarly, 37 percent of such Jews return strong liberal responses on
social issues (civil liberties), compared with 13 percent of their Christian counter
parts. 49 Some of the difference in these and the previous figures is undoubtedly due to
the influence of other variables; for example, relatively few Jews live in the South, a
regional stronghold of political and social conservatism. Still, it has been seen how
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other studies demonstrate that differential Jewish liberalism persists after such demo
graphic factors are controlled. So it seems safe to assume that adjusting for demo
graphic factors might reduce the percentage differences here between observant Jews
and practicing Christians, but would not eliminate them.
A second empirical expectation follows from the different consequences of mod
ernization on the traditional Jewish institutions of welfare support and of indi
viduation. Welfarism has persisted in modem Western Jewish communities, albeit
through transformed agencies and institutions; individuation persists within tradi
tional Jewish religious communities and practices and assumes a new and often
radicalized social base among those who "break" from the traditional life. Thus, one
would expect nonobservant and observant Jews to be closer in the degree of their
liberalism on welfare issues than on civil liberties. Again, this is borne out in
Table 1. 50
Among those who return highly liberal responses on tax and spending policies,
the range of difference between those who attend synagogue weekly (47 percent)
and those who attend less frequently is no more than 8 percentage points. When the
comparison is made with those who attend synagogue 5-10 times yearly, this
difference drops to 3 percentage points, and to virtually no difference at all when
compared to those who attend synagogue four or fewer times a year. In stark
contrast, among those who return highly liberal responses on social issues, the
range of difference between the weekly synagogue-goers and the others is as much
as 29 percentage points. Moreover, whatever level of attendance is compared, the
difference is never less than 18 percentage points. 51 On civil liberties specifically
related to church-state separation, the contrast is less dramatic but still present. The
difference between weekly synagogue attenders and the less frequent attenders
ranges between a low of 8 percentage points and a high of 16 percentage points.
Though markedly less liberal than Jews, gentiles exhibit similar ratios on these
indicators. The difference between weekly churchgoers and less frequent attenders
ranges between zero and 8 percentage points on tax and spending policies; 13 and
26 percentage points on social issues; and 9 and 27 percentage points on church
state separation. The common factor in the similar patterns among Jewish and
Christian responses is probably attributable to the individualism bound up with
breaking from religious tradition. Whatever the reason for the similarity among
practicing and nonpracticing Christians on economic-welfare policy, 52 the dramatic
variation evident on social issues and civil liberties most likely reflects the oft-noted
conservatizing effects-valuational and sociological-of religious commitment.
To sum up, the content of traditional Jewish political culture (welfarism and
individuation) and the deauthorization of that culture over its members ("individual
ism") are plausible bases of three aspects of the Jewish commitment to liberal
politics: 1) the disproportionate commitment of religiously observant Jews to wel
fare legislation and civil liberties relative to religiously practicing Christians; 2) the
greater similarity between observant and less- or nonobservant Jews on economic
welfare questions than on civil liberties; and 3) the disproportionate commitment of
nonobservant Jews to economic-welfare liberalism compared with other white eth
noreligious groups and Americans as a whole. Still outstanding is the question of
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the disproportionate commitment of specifically nonobservant Jews to civil liberties
compared with members of other white ethnoreligious groups.
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Jews Confronting Jewish Authority
Why are nonobservant American Jews generally so liberal on civil liberties as
compared to their nonreligious counterparts in other ethnoreligious groups? Indeed,
of the four policy areas-economic-welfare, civil rights, civil liberties, and foreign
policy-the ideological distance between nonreligious Jews and gentiles tends to be
greatest on civil Iiberties. 53 Might this be linked to the finding that nonobservant
Jews are typically more civil libertarian than observant Jews?
Among ethnoreligious groups, religious adherence is generally found to be in
versely related to political liberalism. 54 The traditional content of religious values,
and the emergent social pressures to defend and advance these values, tend to push
the religiously committed toward politically conservative postures. Such factors,
however, only address the question of the observed political differences among Jews
of varying religiosity; they do not obviously explain the differential civil libertaria
nism of nonobservant Jews compared to members of other ethnoreligious groups
who are not religious. The proposal here is that there is another, crucial dimension
at work in the sociological account: a political dimension, as it were, overlaying the
sociological one.
Judaism is a commanding and demanding tradition. Hence, modem Jews who
continue to identify with the Jewish community and Judaism but who resist the
demands for increased involvement of the former, and the commands for obser
vance of the latter, are effectively living out a liberal relationship to their community
and tradition. Well before Jews achieve electoral age, the majority of them already
know what it means to stake claims of personal or familial independence and
autonomy from the encroachments of authority. Because this resistance is an act in
which limits are set on the authority of tradition and community to govern individu
allives, it is quintessentially a political relationship. And, it is suggested, this has a
political effect concerning the pronounced Jewish endorsement of civil liberties.
As it happens, Michael Walzer has come close to this argument by going beyond
it. 55 Walzer contends that the Jewish "commitment to civil rights and civil liberties,
to individualism and pluralism," derives not only from the fact that diaspora Jews
are a "vulnerable minority" but also from the fact that they are a "divided minority."
So the "liberal state doesn't protect us only against coercion by non-Jews .... It
also protects us against coercion by other Jews, against the community itself. "56
This, however, seems to conflate the consequences of liberal politics with their
(Jewish) motivation. Protection against coercion by other Jews certainly follows
from the enactment of liberal politics, but it is not clear that this fear of Jewish
coercion is what lies behind the Jewish commitment to civil rights and civil liber
ties.
There are many explanations beyond the scope of this essay of why Jews may not
recognize the authority of Jewish tradition and community over their lives. What is
crucial for the present argument is that limits are set on Jewish authority and are
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effectively maintained through an ongoing process of choice. "Modernity," Peter
Berger has written, "is a near-inconceivable expansion of the area of human life
open to choices." And scholars have stressed how, in the situation of modernity,
"loyalty to tradition [is] the result of a conscious decision. "57 But failing to abide by
one's religious heritage is no less a decision. In a secular age, it may be a decision
easier to make or maintain. In the case of most American Jews, religion may be
pushed to the background of their lives. For all that, the weight of Judaism is always
there, imposing in its commands and demands, existing to be foIlowed. At certain
times, such as Passover, Hanukah, and Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur; on certain
occasions, such as circumcision, bar mitzvah and under the 1)upa, the Jewish wed
ding canopy-times and occasions that most American Jews still observe-the
tradition looms even larger and the choice not more fuIly to observe it has to be
made and remade. Disproportionate Jewish civil libertarianism emerges, then, not
because the liberal state ensures the circumscription of Jewish authority, though this
it surely does. It emerges because Jews, in circumscribing Jewish authority, are
schooled in a liberal politics of limiting authority in general.
Two kinds of evidence are necessary if the political resistance thesis is to be
sustained as a partial account of the disproportionate liberalism of American Jews.
First, it must be shown that active resistance is involved among those who distance
themselves, or are distanced, from their religious heritage. And second, evidence
needs to be offered that American Jews are more active resisters in this respect than
are people of other religious backgrounds.
Evidence of the first kind may be drawn indirectly from a recent study of the
political consequences of disaffiliation and desacralization among Catholics and
Protestants in the United States. 58 The study, carried out by Lynn D. Nelson, drew
on eleven National Opinion Research Center (NaRC) General Social Surveys con
ducted between 1973 and 1985 and included, all told, 16,844 respondents. The
measure for disaffiliation was level of attendance at religious services, and for
desacralization the belief or nonbelief in an afterlife or "a life after death."59
Relevant aspects of Nelson's data are reproduced in Table 2. While American
Jews as a group are more comparable to church members than to the uninvolved
groups, the tables serve the purpose here in another respect. Since the proposed hy
pothesis is that resistance is involved in rejecting aspects of religious involvement
and that this experience cultivates support for civil liberties or the nonintrusion of
government in areas of individual or private concern-the main interest in the tables
is that they distinguish between the "unchurched" (those "with no childhood or
current church preference") and "dropouts" (those "who were reared in a Christian
church but claimed no church preference at the time of the interview").6O This
enables the effect of nonreligiosity as such to be compared with the effect of
disaffiliation (or nonreligiosity in interaction with religious background). The rele
vant dependent variables are those that actuaIly or potentiaIly touch on civil liber
ties; namely, political liberalism, marijuana legalization, and abortion.
"Political liberalism" taps the degree of self-identification with liberal as opposed
to conservative political views. 61 In this sense, dropouts are significantly more
politically liberal than the unchurched at their common minimal attendance level.
As Nelson acknowledges, these "results suggest that disaffiliating has somewhat
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different implications for political values than simply remaining unchurched after a
childhood of religious noninvolvement. "62 To be sure, because the measure is one of
self-identification with labels, there is no direct way of knowing how much these
responses reflect attitudes on civil liberties as against civil rights, economic
welfare, foreign policy, and perhaps other concerns. However, some inferences to
this effect can be drawn from some of the other data.
While the unchurched are significantly less "politically liberal" in self
identification than dropouts, they are significantly more liberal on the question of
military spending. Given the opposing "direction" of these responses relative to the
standard (dropouts), it seems a reasonable inference that civil liberties issues figure
prominently in people's associations with the liberal-conservative terminology. This
much is supported by the direction of the responses on the two civil liberties issues
that are directly canvassed. Both on the abortion index and on the question of
marijuana legalization, the unchurched occupy a less liberal position than the drop
outs, although the differences do not have statistical significance.
The political effect of actively resisting religious traditions may help explain
some observed trends among "dropout" and identifying Jews. In a study of the
professoriat conducted by Seymour Martin Lipset and Everett Carll Ladd, faculty
who were raised Jewish but professed no present religious affiliation tended to be
more liberal, on various indices, than even nonreligious Jewish faculty (both groups
were more liberal than their Christian counterparts).63 And among identifying Jews,
researchers of American Jewish political behavior have noted that the general in
verse relationship between religiosity and political liberalism is often irregular.
Table 1 shows, for example, that Jews who attend synagogue 2-3 times monthly are
not only more liberal in their support of church-state separation than weekly at
tenders (93 percent to 77 percent), but are also more liberal than those who attend
5-10 times yearly (88 percent), 1-4 times yearly (85 percent), or who never attend
(86 percent). In such cases, it is possible that a relatively high level of observance,
and hence proximity to Jewish tradition and communal life, is precisely what
sharpens the sense of setting limits to religious observance and involvement at all.
Observant Jews, after all, appear to "know full well what is expected of the Ortho
dox Jew" and by how much they might fall short: researchers have found a high
correspondence between how observant Jews classify their own degree of obser
vance and how they would be classified according to ritual indicators. 64
Table 3 further illustrates the curvilinear relationship between religiosity and
political liberalism among Jews. 65 Those Jews who have little or no Jewish commu
nal involvement and religious adherence tend to be less, not more, politically liberal
than Jews who have "minimal" or "moderate" involvement in these respects. 66
If the present argument is correct, secular Jews may be somewhat more conserva
tive than more "ritually active" Jews not, or not only, because they are more
assimilated to the more conservative American political mainstream,67 but also
because they are so far removed from the commands of their religious tradition and
the demands of the Jewish community that their politics lack this dimension of
resistance. Yet, unlike the "raised Jewish, but now 'nones'" referred to above,
secular Jews are not in the position of denying a Jewish identity, either.
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Anderson
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N=
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Table 3 Public Opinion Questions by Ritual Observance Scale (in percent)
Ritual Observance
Presidential Preference (1980 election)
Anderson
Carter
Reagan
Other
Political Orientation (self-described)
liberal (and radical)
moderate
conservative (and very conservative)
Liberal Opinions
defense spending
social spending
affirmative action
quotas
ERA
death penalty
homosexual teachers
busing
abortions
immigration
Party
Democratic
Republican
Independent; other

N=

Secular

Minimal

Moderate

Observant

9
43
4
100

18
47
30
4
100

23
33
42
2
100

23
24
50
3
100

36
39
24
100

40
48
12
100

26
54
20
100

25
48
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54
45
17
68
19
57
26
42
12

49
58
59
23
80
23
74
26

40
56
59

45
24
31
107

44

27

100
44

16

69
12
70
14
49
12

51
49
21
62
16
57
22
41
8

70
7
23
277

67
12
21
167

69
12
19
122

60

13

Source: Sleven M. Cohen. American Modernit)' and Jewish Identity (New York: 1983), 145. Reprinted by permission
of Tavistock Pubications (Routledge).

Who, then, are the more politically liberal Jews on the religiosity dimension?
Further data reported by Steven M. Cohen offer some insight. 68 As judged by
the forms and frequencies of religious observance, and as confirmed by self
descriptions, the most liberal Jews tend to come from the ranks of the Reform and
Conservative wings of contemporary Judaism. Of the two most politically liberal
groups on the ritual observance scale, "minimalists" and "moderates," Cohen found
that almost 60 percent of the former and more than 80 percent of the latter identify
as Reform or Conservative. A large minority of minimalists (39 percent), however,
does not identify with any of the main denominations. While there may be no
surprise in these various categories of Jews tending to be more politically liberal
than the Orthodox, the present task has been to explain the curvilinear pattern in
Jewish liberal propensities across all levels of religious observance and affiliation.
Again, we must bear in mind findings suggesting that, among "dropout" Christians
and, arguably, "dropout" Jews, resistance against religious background enhances
liberal values beyond mere secularity. In the case of identifying Jews, the social
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condition of being both within the ambit of religious tradition and at the same time
denying much of its authority, may well be the comparable spur to civil libertaria
nism.
But if the dynamic is a general one, there still remains the question why Ameri
can Jews, in particular, should be so civil libertarian. To some extent, this question
was addressed in passing when it was observed that, compared with Christianity,
Judaism makes far more religious demands on its adherents. On the traditional
reckoning, there are 613 commandments to be observed that govern every aspect of
life, from what to eat and wear to sexual relations. In actuality, there are many more
than this number, and they regulate the individual's personal and social life during
every waking hour of the day. At the same time, Jewish communal life asserts its
own demands on the communal members' time and energy, from organizational
participation and communal activities to charitable giving. True, a demanding reli
gious tradition does not necessarily bring forth resistance-but if this theory of
disproportionate liberalism is correct, there should be evidence that American Jews,
both on their own terms and in comparison with other groups, resist their religious
tradition to a large and exceptional degree.
On its own terms, American Jewry is overwhelmingly irreligious. Less than 10
percent of American Jews identify as Orthodox; of the remainder, Conservative
Judaism accounts for 35 percent, Reform for 38 percent, and about 20 percent
report that they are "other" or "just Jewish. "69 Concerning ritual observance, the
three holiday seasons of Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur, Passover, and Hanukah
are widely observed (though whether in a religious rather than a social sense is
questionable). However, a host of prescribed religious practices, some of them quite
central to traditional Judaism, are ignored by the vast majority of American Jews.
For example, only about 18 percent of American Jews report "always" or "some
times" using separate sets of dishes for meat and dairy products; about one fifth
report regularly lighting Sabbath candles on Friday evenings. Almost 50 percent of
American Jews neglect to affix a single mezuzah in their homes, while attendance at
synagogue services exclusive of the High Holy Days is claimed by about one third
only. 70 A minute fraction of American Jewish males wear yarmulkes (or some other
religious head covering) in public or, for that matter, in private; only a fraction, too,
observe the injunction to wear :;i:;it (a fringed garment). Indeed, considerably more
American Jews observe a non-Jewish "religious" custom: some 25 percent always
or usually erect a Christmas tree during the festival.
The relative nonreligiosity of American Jews based on the traditional dictates of
Judaism is accentuated when they are compared with other American ethnoreligious
groups. Comparisons with Protestants of British, Scandinavian, German, Irish and
other extractions; with Catholics of Irish, German, Slavic, Italian, French, and
Hispanic extractions; and with blacks, reveal American Jews to be the most irre
ligious group on virtually every measure of religiosity surveyed. 71 A few examples
are worth highlighting.
The proportion of Protestants, Catholics and blacks who report attending church
services two or more times a month exceeds that of Jews reporting similar syna
gogue attendance by a margin of more than four to one. 72 Daily prayer is observed
between five and seven times more extensively among Protestants, Catholics and
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blacks than it is among Jews. The proportion of Jews believing in "life after death"
ranges between one fourth and one third that of the other groups. 73 On one religious
measure, however, Jews are found to be the highest scorers. American Jews are
twice more certain than Irish Catholics of their religious convictions, and are con
siderably more certain than the other ethnic denominations. Most American Jews, it
seems, may not extensively observe religious practices or hold religious convic
tions, but they are sure of them .
What has been identified as "active resistance" to religion appears to be a key
factor, then, mediating political liberalism. Comparative data indicate that dis
affiliating from religious involvement enhances civil libertarianism beyond the valu
ational and sociological effects of nonreligiosity. Something in the experience of
knowing or feeling the weight of religious demands but personally electing not to
follow them seems to be the basis of this effect. Political resistance against authori
ty, it has been argued, is the best way of describing and understanding this relation
ship. In the case of American Jews, the liberal effects associated with this resistance
appear to be especially pronounced for two reasons. First, the emphasis on ritual in
Judaism means that a far greater number and range of religious duties is incumbent
upon Jews as compared with practicing Christians (whose religion attributes central
importance to doctrine). If observing the many rituals and regulations implies a
burden, so does not or only partially observing them. Second, to a striking extent,
whether judged by the tradition itself or by the comparison with other ethnoreligious
groups, American Jews only partially observe their religion.

Conclusion
Most American Jews are simultaneously party to inherited Jewish traditions and
resistant to them, which together account for the various aspects of disproportionate
American Jewish liberalism. At the heart of this account is a conception of the
Jewish community as a quasi-body politic. Unquestionably more integrated and
authoritative in their traditional form, modem and contemporary Jewish commu
nities nonetheless retain significant political cohesiveness both through their institu
tions of governance, distribution and participation, and through at least the claims to
authority of their shared religion. Dynamics associated with the continuing influ
ence of these institutions (welfarism and individuation), and tensions in the relation
ship to religion and community (individualism and resistance to authority), are what
underscore the disproportionate liberalism of American Jews .
By definition, any theory that, like the Jewish body politic model, accords ex
planatory significance to factors associated with Jewish community and religion
must extend beyond the specific case of American Jewry. In fact, a left-liberal
political orientation has, beyond a certain juncture, been characteristic of Jews in
modem Western and Central Europe, and of Jews in many countries to which they
subsequently immigrated. 74 To be sure, not every Jewish community in every coun
try has always displayed predominantly liberal political attitudes and allegiances
(insofar as they were able to be political actors at all). Nonetheless, the predominant
liberalism of Jews has been amply demonstrated, such that the question may legit
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imately be posed, not why American Jews typically are so liberal in their politics,
but rather why certain communities of Jews, including some American Jews, are not
so liberal. Since the Jewish body politic model posits that modern Jews are both
culturally and existentially political liberals, it suggests that inquiry be focused on
the conditions overwhelming or undermining these liberal propensities.
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